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FOR MORE THAN 100 YEARS, BUSINESS, GOVERNM ENT,
AND MIL ITARY LEADERS HAVE TURNED TO BOOZ ALLEN
HAMILTON TO SOLVE THEIR MOST COMPLEX PROBLEMS.
WE ARE THE AGILE FIRM THAT BRINGS TOGETHER UNIQUE
TEAMS OF SUBJECT MATTER EXPERTS W HO PARTNER IN
THE DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT, AND IM PLEMENTATION OF
POWERFUL SOLUTIONS.
100
Years

A BUSINESS DRIVEN BY
TOP TALENT: OUR PEOPLE

OUR PEOPLE AT A GLANCE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

As one of the industry’s top technology and management consulting
firms, our business is our people. We are more than 22,300
accomplished individuals who live to solve problems. As trusted
stewards, we bring a passion for learning, technical expertise in
mission-critical and emerging fields, and a commitment to serving
our country, our military, and our community.
Our people are ranked by Vault.com as #1 in public sector consulting
and by Fortune as one of the World’s Most Admired Companies. We
have been recognized for creating a workplace that enables our people
to thrive, including by the Alliance for Workplace Excellence, Military
Times’ best employers for Vets, and Working Mother’s Best Companies
Hall of Fame. Our 2016 rating in the Human Rights Campaign
Foundation’s Corporate Equality Index remains at 100 percent.

•
•
•
•

More than 22,300 U.S. jobs
21,500+ bachelor’s degrees
11,200+ master’s degrees
900+ PhDs
60 senior leaders are VETERANS
VETERANS = About 1/3 of workforce
20,000+ certifications held by employees
in information technology, security, project
management, and more
10,100+ employees hold professional
certifications
800+ data scientists
2,780+ cybersecurity professionals
68% with security clearances
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WE ARE WHERE
OUR CLIENTS
NEED US.
OUR FOOTPRINT IN THE WASHINGTON,
DC, REGION ALLOWS US TO PROVIDE
SERVICE TO OUR FEDERAL CLIENTS,
WHILE OUR PRESENCE ACROSS THE
U.S. MEANS WE CAN OFFER HANDSON SUPPORT FOR CRITICAL PROJECTS.
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100 YEARS AHEAD: THEN AND NOW

FOR MORE THAN 100 YEARS, WE HAVE BEEN HELPING OUR CLIENTS ACHIEVE THE IMPOSSIBLE, MAKING IT OUR BUSINESS TO
IDENTIFY AND SOLVE THE EMERGING CHALLENGES OF OUR TIME.
MANAGEMENT
CONSULTING

NASA

DEFENSE

CYBER

SPORTS

AUTOMOBILES

In 1914,
we pioneered the modernday management
consulting practice.

Always one step
ahead with innovative
approaches to challenges
where there are no
roadmaps, we helped
NASA plan the Apollo
moon landing
in 1969.

Our first government client,
the U.S. Navy, still counts on
us for support. In 1940, we
assisted the Navy ahead of
World War II.

Before the gravity
of the cyber threat
was understood, we
assembled leading cyber
thinkers to help clients
move faster and with
more confidence.

We helped navigate
federal antitrust laws
ahead of a 1966 NFL-AFL
merger—paving the way
to the Super Bowl.

We’ve supported
an industry that’s
critical to our nation’s
transportation backbone.
In the 1980s, we took on
an advisory role during
Chrysler’s successful
restructuring.

Concepts invented by
Booz Allen—the product
lifecycle and supply
chain management—
are used by businesses
and consulting firms
worldwide today.

We are providing
mission-critical support
for NASA’s next big
challenge—building and
testing Orion, the nextgeneration deep-space
vehicle.

Today, we help the
U.S. Navy be a smarter
buyer, providing systems
engineering and
integration solutions to
reduce cost and improve
capabilities.

Clients who have enlisted
us to manage emerging
cyber threats range from
retail to manufacturing
and automotive to
defense and civilian
agencies.

When MLB needed an
instant replay process
and operations center
to protect the game’s
integrity, we delivered with
cutting-edge analytics and
technology—all before
2014’s Opening Day.

Fast forward to
2017: We’re helping
leading automotive
manufacturers tackle
cyber threats and the
vulnerabilities of the
“connected car.”
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SOLVING TOMORROW’S BIGGEST CHALLENGES

DRAWING FROM A HERITAGE OF INNOVATION, WE ARE COMMITTED TO INVESTING IN THE CHALLENGES OF THE FUTURE.
CYBER

ANALYTICS

With decades of experience, we are reimagining cybersecurity to
help fight financial crimes, assess insider threats, and protect
facilities and critical infrastructure, drawing on our PREDICTIVE
INTELLIGENCE tools and DATA AND NETWORK ANALYTICS.
• U nder the Department of Homeland Security’s (DHS)

Continuous Diagnostics and Mitigation (CDM) program, we
are supporting DHS, the General Services Administration’s
Federal Systems Integration and Management Center, and
seven departments and agencies, including 63 organizations
within them. We apply predictive intelligence tradecraft to help
clients PREVENT AND MITIGATE CYBER THREATS MORE QUICKLY —
with a better understanding of the risks.

We are pioneering a new discipline—DATA SCIENCE—to better

understand our complex world. Forward-looking rather than
retrospective, data science gives us the power to use insights
to fundamentally transform the way we approach the world’s
toughest problems.
• U sing advanced detection algorithms and fraud analytics

capabilities, we helped the Internal Revenue Service (IRS)
enhance its Electronic Fraud Detection System to review
unparalleled amounts of essential data, SAVING THE U.S.
GOVERNMENT BILLIONS IN TAX FRAUD.
• B ooz Allen’s annual Data Science Bowl brings the data science

community together to solve complex problems on a global
scale, such as CHANGING HOW DOCTORS DIAGNOSE HEART DISEASE OR
PREDICTING OCEAN HEALTH.

• We are using this same approach in the automobile industry—

we were selected to lead the design and development of
the first industry-wide cybersecurity information sharing
and analysis center (ISAC) that is helping automakers more
effectively counter cyber threats in real time and further
enhance the industry’s ongoing efforts to SAFEGUARD VEHICLE
ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS AND NETWORKS.

ENGINEERING

We are PROTOTYPING AND FIELDING AGILE SOLUTIONS to expand situational
awareness in a world where the threat landscape is constantly
changing.
• Through our work with scientists and engineers at the Naval

• For the Holocaust Museum’s Early Warning Project, our data

scientists used cutting-edge forecasting technology to assess
a country’s level of risk for genocide, enabling the Museum
to shift the dynamic from monitoring ongoing violence to
PREDICTING WHERE IT IS LIKELY TO OCCUR 12 TO 24 MONTHS INTO THE FUTURE.

DIGITAL SOLUTIONS
We’re accelerating the pace of technological and organizational
change to DRIVE EFFICIENCIES AND ACCESS FOR THE TAXPAYER with our indepth understanding of the mission challenges at hand.
• I n our work to develop new features for the Veterans Benefit

Surface Warfare Center, Dahlgren Division (NSWCDD), we’re using
directed energy to CREATE A NEW KIND OF WEAPONS SYSTEM that helps our
nation’s warfighters in peacekeeping missions and urban conflicts
where restrictive rules of engagement limit the use of traditional
kinetic weapons.
• Working with the Department of Defense, we reverse

Management System, the Department of Veterans Affairs has
been able to scan hundreds of paper documents at a time,
digitizing and securely storing the records—and meeting its
mission-critical goal of COMPLETING ALL PENSION CLAIMS WITHIN 125
DAYS WITH 98% ACCURACY. At the same time, the new system will be
more reliable for the more than 14,000 users who process claims.

engineered the damage that improvised explosive devices
inflict on Mine-Resistant Ambush Protection vehicles, or
M-RAPs. We then modified the vehicle design, adding more
safety exits—an improvement that MAKES CURRENT M-RAPS SAFER
AND CAN BE INCORPORATED INTO FUTURE VEHICLE DESIGNS.

A CENTURY OF COMMUNITY SERVICE

When we aren’t guiding our clients through their most critical challenges, our people are serving others—
helping our nation’s veterans and their families thrive as they return to civilian life, volunteering our time and
expertise in health-related nonprofits and charitable programs, and developing a strong pipeline of future science,
technology, engineering, and math (STEM) professionals through partnerships and work with youth organizations.
Our mission is clear: Use what we know to bring about positive, lasting change.

HONORING MILITARY SERVICE
AND OUR VETERANS

OUR
COMMITMENT
TO STEM
• F IRST

THE BOB WOODRUFF
FOUNDATION

DAV WINTER
SPORTS CLINIC

HIRING OUR
HEROES

®

Since 2004, Booz Allen has supported For
Inspiration and Recognition of Science and
Technology (FIRST®) and its mission to inspire
young people to be science and technology
leaders today and in the future. FIRST participants
are problem solvers, team players, and strong
communicators—attributes we value at Booz
Allen. Across the U.S., our employees mentor local
teams and volunteer at events, and we provide
financial support for local and national programs.
In 2016, we became a FIRST Strategic Partner, one
of approximately 20 globally, in recognition of our
sustained and exceptional partnership.

• U SA SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

FESTIVAL

TRAGEDY ASSISTANCE
PROGRAM FOR SURVIVORS (TAPS)

BLUE STAR
FAMILIES

ELIZABETH DOLE
FOUNDATION

Booz Allen participates in and sponsors this national
initiative to celebrate STEM. The Festival is a
collaboration of over 1,000 of the nation’s leading
science and engineering organizations, resulting in
virtual programming, local festivals, and a national
festival held in Washington, DC, every other year.
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